Could RMS Titanic Be Saved?
Problem / Testable Question
I want to find out if the sinking of RMS Titanic
could have been avoided, What were the flaws
in construction, and what were the mistakes
made during her maiden voyage?

Background Information
The RMS Titanic was a British passenger ship. It
was operated by White Star Line Company. It
sank on April 15th, 1912. It had an estimated
2,224 people on board and 1,500 people died on
the day it sank. It struck an iceberg during her
maiden voyage from Southampton UK to NYC.
The Titanic was the biggest ship on the sea at
that time.

Hypothesis
My hypothesis is that the sinking of the RMS
Titanic could have been prevented.

Too Fast
The captain of Titanic was Edward E.J. Smith,
who also went down with the ship. Pressurized
from the management of the White Star Line
company, it was believed that the captain was
trying to better the crossing time of Titanic’s
sister ship, Olympic. For this reason, the captain
was sailing the ship at 22 knots, which made it
impossible to steer the ship away from an
iceberg in a timely manner.

Dismissed Iceberg Warning
Less than an hour before the Titanic hit the
iceberg, another nearby ship, The Californian,
sent a wireless message to indicate dense ice
field. But, because the message did not begin
with the prefix “MSG” (Master’s Service Gram),
which would have required the captain to
acknowledge the message, Titanic’s radio
operator, Jack Phillips considered the message
to be non-urgent.

Fatal Wrong Turn
According to one of the eye witnesses, one of
the ship’s crew members panicked after hearing
the order to turn “hard-a-starboard” in order to
avoid the iceberg. Because the ships at that
time were operated on two different steering
order systems, the cews member became
confused and turned the wrong way - directly
toward the iceberg.

Factors
I believe there were seven factors that contributed to
the sinking of Titanic
1. It was traveling to fast.
2. The wireless radio operator dismissed a key iceberg
warning.
3. It may have taken a fatal wrong turn.
4. The Titanic’s builders tried to cut corners.
5. Mirages and hazy horizons were created by weather
conditions.
6. The lookouts had no binoculars.
7. There weren’t enough lifeboats.

Poor Construction
According to material scientists, Tim Foecke
and Jennifer Hooper, who analyzed the rivets
that were brought up from the wreckage, the
rivets were found to have high concentration of
slag, a smelting residue that can make metal
split apart. This may have weakened the part of
Titanic’s hull that hit the iceberg.

Weather Conditions
A study by British historian Tim Maltin, claimed
that the atmospheric conditions on the night of
the disaster might have caused refractions and
bending of the light, which would have created
mirages and hazy conditions. This might have
prevented the Titanic’s lookouts from seeing the
iceberg clearly.

Conclusion
The conclusion is that I think they could have
saved the Titanic if they had not been going so
fast, and if the captain had been paying
attention to the surrounding area, and if the
second officer had left the binocular box keys it
would have helped the lookouts to see the
iceberg, so they could have turned earlier. If the
White Star Line company had worried more
about safety, they would have saved everyone.

No Binoculars
According to the investigation documents, the
second officer David Blair, who held the key to
the Titanic’s binocular box, was transferred off
the ship at the last minute. In his haste, David
Blair forgot to give the keys to the officer who
replaced him. At a later inquiry, a lookout on the
Titanic said that binoculars might have helped
them to spot the iceberg.

Not Enough Lifeboats
Titanic left Southampton with only 20 lifeboats,
the legal minimum at that time, which had total
capacity of 1,178 people. However, due to the
chaos and panic, the 20 lifeboats departed the
sinking ship with some 400 empty seats,
causing 1,500 people to perish in the frigid
ocean waters.
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Reflections on Learning
Please answer the following
questions about your project.

1. Where did you do your project and who
supervised you?
ANSWER:I did my project in my living room.I did
my project with my dad.

2. Please fill out the chart with the safety
risks for your project and the safety
measures you used.
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Example: Use Power Drill

Parent Supervised

Example: Handled Liquid
Chemicals

Wore gloves and washed
hands after use

3. What gce you the idea for this project?
ANSWER:
I like learning about natural disasters and I like
ships so i wanted to do my project on the
RMS Titanic.

Example: Plants Grew Mold Threw plants away as soon
as they molded

ANSWER: No safety
risk
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Did you follow all of the Austin Energy
Regional Science Fest’s Elementary Rules
and Guidelines?
ANSWER: Yes

4. What did you learn from doing your
project?
ANSWER:I learned everything about Titanic and
what caused it to sink.

5. What would you change about the project
and why?

6. What new questions do you have?

ANSWER:I would change the photos

ANSWER: I wonder if there are similar kind of
disasters involving big transportation vehicles

7. Is there anything else you want to tell your
judge?
ANSWER: I enjoyed learning about Titanic.

